Imaging Equipment Ltd. Bursary

Introduction

Imaging Equipment Ltd. will be awarding a bursary of €500 for a Trainee or Junior IAPM member (less than 2 yrs experience). This bursary is to be used for study, attending conferences / courses etc. The general theme for the competition is “clinical improvements to service offered through medical physics!”

Eligibility Criteria

In order to be eligible for the bursary you must be a member of the IAPM, have less than 2 years work experience or be currently working as a trainee physicist. If you are working as a basic grade physicist and have already completed a trainee programme you are not eligible.

Application

Select the Imaging Equipment Bursary in topic area option if you would like your abstract considered for this bursary. Up to 10 candidates will be shortlisted from the submitted abstracts. If selected you must provide a short CV (max 1 page) detailing your medical physics experience to date and a statement (max. 300 words) describing how your accepted abstract meets the general theme of “clinical improvements to service offered through medical physics!”

You must also present your work as a poster at the IAPM and give a short oral presentation. The oral presentation will be a 3 minute/3 slide timeslot, with no questions during which you detail how your work has contributed to clinical improvements to service offered through medical physics.

At the ASM prizes are generally given for the best poster presentation, however if you take part in the Imaging Equipment Bursary Competition you will not be eligible for this award.